Full field of view super-resolution imaging based on two static gratings and white light illumination.
The usage of two static gratings for obtaining super-resolved imaging dates back to the work by Bachl and Lukosz in 1967. However, in their approach a severe reduction in the field of view was the necessary condition for improving the resolution. We present an approach based on two static gratings without sacrificing the field of view. The key idea for not paying with the field of view is to use white light illumination to average the ghost images obtained outside the region of interest since the positions of those images are wavelength dependent. Moreover, large magnification is achieved by using a commercial microscope objective instead of a test system with a unity magnification as presented in previous works. Because of the large magnification, the second grating has a low spatial period. This allows us to create an intermediate image and use a second imaging lens with low resolution capability while still obtaining an imaging quality as good as that provided by the first imaging lens. This is an important improvement in comparison with the original super-resolving method with two fixed gratings.